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Why?
Having created this unique approach of Employee and Customer
Experience, the 'BizShui™ Method' is an integrated blend of Feng
Shui principles with business and personal needs. I want to share
THE secret weapon to thrive of enhancing energy flow with you so
you can apply new lifestyle strategies to keep your energy, drive
and motivation high

BizShui™ starts with the ancient Chinese Feng Shui principles to
create sustainable physical environment, where people are
supported by the outer energy so they can be more productive. We
then look into Personal State of Being to unblock emotional and
mental stresses to increase well-being and inner energy to feel
good in themselves then with others resulting in powerful
communications, engaged team who deliver exceptional customer
experiences.

‘'Align Energy Flow with your own to transform your inner and outer world'

Who is it for?
Designed for HR professionals and individuals who wishes to add to
their tool box and add extra value to their customers and employees

This is very much a hands-on and pro-active 9 weeks programme, to
empower attendees to take direct actions and put into practice their
learning in the context of their own life or organisation.
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9 Weeks Programme
‘Over 98% of the most highly engaged employees say their workplace helps them
feel a sense of belonging to their company and its culture (Steelcase)’

Week 1-3 - YOUR PHYSICAL ENVIRONMENT
Assess your environment to understand where you are and
where you want to be?
Clearing your space to unblock the energy around you
Discover the core principles of Feng Shui

Day 4-6 - STATE OF BEING

Day 7-9 - Customer eXperience

Bringing you the best modalities to

Time to BizShui your Business, from

enable you to Feel, Think and

your Marketing and communication to

behave to the best of your abilities

your teams and your customers.
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